Shades that inspire
SolaraShade is a high quality, engineered shading system that integrates a durable cellular fabric with a smooth
flowing tracking system. Our shades conform perfectly to the curvature of any sunroom while providing
thermal efficiency to greatly reduce energy costs. All fabrics and hardware components are made in the USA.
SolaraShade systems are designed and crafted with pride by Brading Fabrication.

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL SUNROOMS

ENERGY EFFICIENT

Our tracking systems are virtually invisible. When fully retracted,
shades stack to a fraction of their full length. Ultraviolet (UV) and
heat resistant optically clear polycarbonate plastics, as well as
aluminum tracking materials, blend in perfectly with any sunroom
structure. SolaraShade hardware is designed to work
harmoniously with our honeycomb style fabric for flawless
operation. Durable heavy gauge translucent textiles allow you to
enjoy the warm glow of natural light while maintaining complete
privacy. Optional room darkening fabrics are available for
applications where complete light control is desired.

Engineered for long term use, the innovative gear driven
tracking system keeps blind fabric securely in place while
creating a “thermal air blanket”. This greatly reduces
summer heat gain and winter heat loss. Our fabric’s
non-woven cellular design and uniform white backing
reflect radiant heat while maximizing light penetration
with a clean, refined exterior appearance.

S O L A R A S H A D E . C O M

Technical Specifications
SOLARASHADE - LEXAN HARDWARE
SHADE DETAILS
TM

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM
HEADRAIL
INTERLOCKING INSTALLATION
BRACKET

CLEAR POLYCARBONATE
GEAR TRACK

CLEAR POLYCARBONATE
GEAR TRACK
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM
MOVABLE RAIL

DRIVE WHEEL

Benefits
• Save on air conditioning
and heating costs

HANDLE

• Add comfort to your
solarium lifestyle
• Enjoy natural light while
maintaining privacy
• Neutral fabric colors to
match any decor
• Light filtering or room
darkening styles
NOTCHED FABRIC DETAIL
DRIVE WHEEL DETAIL

1-888-61-SHADE
www.solarashade.com

Straight

• Control glare and omit
damaging UV light

Fax 1-877-31-SHADE

Curved

solarashade.com

Cathedral

Conservatory

info@solarashade.com 1-800-483-5550

